8 Birmingham’s Legion Field Earns Soccer Field of Year Honors
During the 1996 Olympics, Legion Field’s turf was heralded as “incredible” and “one of the best seen in years.” Credit for the field’s spectacular, award-winning performance goes to superior construction and to a dedicated crew headed by James B. Boynton III.

14 An Architect’s View of Sports Field Construction
Athletic field architect Alan Blalock shares his years of experience about what it takes for a field to prove successful. Among the ingredients is a sports turf manager who’s “in love” with the turf and involved in construction from the beginning.

18 Aeration and Topdressing Strategies
Two of the most useful turf-care practices are aeration and topdressing. To help you provide the exact treatment your field needs, sports turf specialist Jim Puhalla guides you through the increasing variety of equipment and materials available.

24 Managing Crews — Techniques That Work
A prime challenge for any turf manager is finding and keeping a skilled, productive staff. Veteran STMA member Dale Ivan shows how he’s done it despite a seasonal labor market that results in high annual turnover.
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Legion Field hosts the ’96 Olympics. Photo courtesy: James Boynton III.